Follow the flow to find your

Ideal Patch Approach
Do you have to
patch regularly?

YES

Does ideal patch management
look the same for everybody?

80%

Poor patch management causes

NO

of breaches

Does your IT team include members
focused solely on patching?

NO

YES

Do you get
outside patching
support?
NO

THROUGH CONSISTENT
REPORTING

How do you know if your current
patching practice is effective?

YES
NOT ALWAYS SURE

Do you
want to get
hacked?

NO

NO

Must your organization
comply with regulations?

Do you have one
IT staff for every
50 employees?
NO

YES

(GDPR, HIPPA, PCI, etc.)

YES

Does your IT team
have time to spend
on strategic tasks?

YES
NO

In a high
security
risk
industry?
(Healthcare,
Retail,
Financial
Services,
Manufacturing,
Government)

What is your most
pressing priority ?
STAYING
COMPLIANT

(e.g., ensuring compliance
or developing new apps
for internal/external use)

KEEPING THE
LIGHTS ON

BUSINESS GROWTH
AND COMPETITIVE
DIFFERENTIATION

Why not?

Actively preventing
your organization
from getting
digitally disrupted?
NO

YES
INSUFFICIENT
TIME OR
RESOURCES

IT’S NOT A
PRIORITY
FOR YOU
YES

Don’t
patch

Choose
strategic, ongoing

patching
support with
comprehensive
reporting

YES

Leverage outside

patching
support as
needed
with basic
reporting
access

YES

Recently gone
through a merger
or acquisition?
NO

Handle
patching
in-house

What’s your patching profile?
1. Don’t patch
Bad idea. Even small companies with very little
bandwidth and resources should make patching a
priority. 60% of them go out of business within six
months of a cyber-attack.
https://www.inc.com/joe-galvin/60-percent-of-small-businesses-fold-within-6
-months-of-a-cyber-attack-heres-how-to-protect-yourself.html

2. Strategic, ongoing patching support with
comprehensive reporting
To balance mission-critical tasks with innovative
initiatives, and thus thrive in today’s competitive digital
era, organizations are having to get creative with IT
management. IT Lifecycle Management, like Catapult’s
Launch, services allow companies to funnel more
energy and resources towards their business
differentiators, while providing reliable support with
reporting to prove it.

3. Patching support as-needed with
basic reporting
While very few companies have the internal IT
manpower to effectively handle patch management
in-house, some may only need sliding-scale patching
support. This option makes the most sense for
organizations with moderate ambitions around digital
innovation, lower-stake security and compliance
demands, and an adequately staffed IT team.

4. In-house patching
This option will only be efficient and effective for a
small majority: large, well-established companies with
a robust IT team that includes members whose primary
focus is patching.

Catapult offers holistic
patching support with
our solution, Launch.
Schedule an expert-led Launch demo:

http://bit.ly/FreeLaunchDemo

www.catapultsystems.com
info@CatapultSystems.com
1-800-528-6248

